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where u and w arenoiseprocesses and all theusual assumptions apply to guarantee that the associated Kalman-Bucy filter is exponentially asymptotically stable.' It is then true2 that a fixed-lag smoother for eqn. 1 is unstable, in the sense that any physical realisation proposed is unstable. This is somewhat surprising, in view of the existence of a relation between the fixed-lag smoothed estimate L( . -A / . ), filtered estimate i ( . / . ) and innovations process v( . ) of the form" i i t -A I~) = -A I~ -A ) + j KO, S) "(s) ds (2) , -A This shows that the impulse response mapping v(.) and i( . / . ) into i( . -A / . ) is bounded-input bounded-output, and one would therefore expect that a stable physical realisation exists as in the discrete-time case.* Here, we propose three basic methods, with a number of variations, for the design of suboptimal, exponentially stable fixed-lag smoothers; it is hoped that they will, like the optimal, practically unrealisable fixed-lag smoother, offer lower error variance than the filter. We hope to present further details and performance analyses for our suboptimal smoothers in a future paper.
Mefhod I . Samplir~g and recoirsrructior~:
The measurement process r( . ) is sampled, and a stable discrete-time smoother is built, the outputs of which provide approximately Lit -A/t)
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.~ -for values of 1 equal to the sampling instants. An approximation to ? ( I -A / r ) for values of r between the sampling instants is eas~ly obtained. As the sampling interval goes to zero, the performance approaches that of the optimal smoother, except that stability is retzined.
Mcrhod 2. Us<, of ',.varr filtrrs fur nppr-osiiiiar~ models:
( a ) The model defined by eqn. I is replaced by that shown in Fig. la: :(. ) remains as the measurement process. One builds an exponentially stable Kalman-Bucy filter for the new model,.and recovers from it the exact filtered estimate of an approximation to r i t -A ) , i.e. one obtains an approximation to .?(t-Alt).
(bl One may instead adopt the arrangement of Fig. lb . If Ir has dimension less than that of x, there may be a saving in complexity of the model, and therefore the filter. On the other hand, a better approximation is required in Fig. l b than Fig. l a , because w( . ) is of wider bandwidth than x( . ).
(c) If case-signal estimation or estimation of H'x, rather than state estimation, is required, the signal H'x rather than x may be passed through the block S. If H ' x has lower dimension than x , as is usual, there is reduction in complexity.
(dl Because a Kalman-Bucy filter looks like a copy of the original system driven by an error signal, the block S appears in the filter for each of the models of Fig. 1 . It may be replaced by an exact time-delay in the filter.
Of course, the higher the dimension of the finite-dimensional block S is (and hence the higher the filter dimension), the closer the performance can be to optimal.
Method 3. Use of approximate st~~ooflxeers for exact models:
From the practical point of view, this method is essentially limited to time-invariant systems with stationary noise. \\ licrc n. h ;inti A are positivc con*t;lnts. I l i c ilpproximltion problem for eqn. 5 cnn he sol\ed once and for all for a tariety o f n. h a n d A: one thereby lins a permanent approhi~i i a t i o n t o cqn. 4. assuming the :~bility to diagonalise A . I n conclusion. we note that the ;~pprovi~iiation problelii is a standard one o f network synthesis, and many techniques are ;t\,ail;ihle i h r dealing with it. Frequently, i f one lives tlie pole positions rt prior;, optimum zero positions follo\v hy linear algebra.
Pcrforniance o f all suboptimal smoothers depends o n h o n close they are to tlie optimum smoothzr. I f tlie approximation is very coarse. ; I worse performance than filtering nvay result. However. tlie suhoptirn;ll smoothers o f methods 3h, 3c and 3d always otler superior performance to the filter by itself. This work was supported by the Aostralian Research <;rants Committee. 
